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ABSTRACT12

We present an asteroseismological analysis of four ZZ Ceti stars observed with Kepler : GD 1212, SDSS13

J113655.17+040952.6, KIC 11911480 and KIC 4552982, based on a grid of full evolutionary models of DA white14

dwarf stars. We employ a grid of carbon-oxygen core white dwarfs models, characterized by a detailed and consistent15

chemical inner profile for the core and the envelope. In addition to the observed periods, we take into account other16

information from the observational data, as amplitudes, rotational splittings and period spacing, as well as photom-17

etry and spectroscopy. For each star, we present an asteroseismological model that closely reproduce their observed18

properties. The asteroseismological stellar mass and effective temperature of the target stars are (0.632 ± 0.027M�,19

10737 ± 73K) for GD 1212, (0.745 ± 0.007M�, 11110 ± 69K) for KIC 4552982, (0.5480 ± 0.01M�, 12721 ± 228K) for20

KIC1191480 and (0.570± 0.01M�, 12060± 300K) for SDSS J113655.17+040952.6. In general, the asteroseismological21

values are in good agreement with the spectroscopy. For KIC 11911480 and SDSS J113655.17+040952.6 we derive a22

similar seismological mass, but the hydrogen envelope is an order of magnitude thinner for SDSS J113655.17+040952.6,23

that is part of a binary system and went through a common envelope phase.24
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1. INTRODUCTION26

ZZ Ceti (or DAV) variable stars constitute the most27

populous class of pulsating white dwarfs (WDs). They28

are otherwise normal DA (H-rich atmospheres) WDs lo-29

cated in a narrow instability strip with effective temper-30

atures between 10 500 K and 12 500 K (e.g., Winget &31

Kepler 2008; Fontaine & Brassard 2008; Althaus et al.32

2010b; Kepler & Romero 2017) that show luminosity33

variations of up to 0.30 mag caused by nonradial g-mode34

pulsations of low degree (` ≤ 2) and periods between 7035

and 1500 s. Pulsations are triggered by a combination36

of the κ − γ mechanism acting at the basis of the hy-37

drogen partial ionization zone (Dolez & Vauclair 1981;38

Dziembowski & Koester 1981; Winget et al. 1982) and39

the convective driving mechanism (Brickhill 1991; Gol-40

dreich & Wu 1999).41

Asteroseismology of WDs uses the comparison of the42

observed pulsation periods with the adiabatic periods43

computed for appropriate stellar models. It allows us44

to learn about the origin, internal structure and evo-45

lution of WDs (Winget & Kepler 2008; Althaus et al.46

2010b; Fontaine & Brassard 2008). In particular, aster-47

oseismological analysis of ZZ Ceti stars provide strong48

constraints on the stellar mass, the thickness of the outer49

envelopes, the core chemical composition, and the stellar50

rotation rates. Furthermore, the rate of period changes51

of ZZ Ceti stars allows to derive the cooling timescale52

(Kepler et al. 2005b; Kepler 2012; Mukadam et al. 2013),53

to study axions (Isern et al. 1992; Córsico et al. 2001;54

Bischoff-Kim et al. 2008; Córsico et al. 2012b,c, 2016),55

neutrinos (Winget et al. 2004; Córsico et al. 2014), and56

the possible secular rate of variation of the gravitational57

constant (Córsico et al. 2013). Finally, ZZ Ceti stars58

allow to study crystallization (Montgomery & Winget59

1999; Córsico et al. 2004, 2005; Metcalfe et al. 2004;60

Kanaan et al. 2005; Romero et al. 2013), to constrain nu-61

clear reaction rates (e.g. 12C(α, γ)16O, Metcalfe et al.62

2002), to infer the properties of the outer convection63

zones (Montgomery 2005a,b, 2007), and to look for64

extra-solar planets orbiting these stars (Mullally et al.65

2008).66

Two main approaches have been adopted hitherto for67

WD asteroseismology. One of them employs stellar68

models with parametrized chemical profiles. This ap-69

proach has the advantage that it allows a full exploration70

of parameter space to find the best seismic model (see,71

for details, Bischoff-Kim & Østensen 2011; Bischoff-Kim72

et al. 2014; Giammichele et al. 2016, 2017b,a). How-73

ever, this method requires the number of detected peri-74

ods to be larger to the number of free parameters in the75

model grid, which is not always the case for pulsationg76

DA stars. The other approach —the one we adopt in77

this paper— employs fully evolutionary models result-78

ing from the complete evolution of the progenitor stars,79

from the ZAMS to the WD stage. Because this ap-80

proach is more time consuming from the computational81

point of view, usually the model grid is not as thin or82

versatile as in the first approach. However, it involves83

the most detailed and updated input physics, in par-84

ticular regarding the internal chemical structure from85

the stellar core to the surface, that is a crucial aspect86

for correctly disentangling the information encoded in87

the pulsation patterns of variable WDs. Specially, most88

structural parameters are set consistently by the evo-89

lution prior to the white dwarf cooling phase, reducing90

significantly the number of free parameters. The use of91

full evolutionary models has been extensively applied in92

asteroseismological analysis of hot GW Vir (or DOV)93

stars (Córsico et al. 2007a,b, 2008, 2009; Kepler et al.94

2014; Calcaferro et al. 2016), V777 Her (DBV) stars95

(Córsico et al. 2012a; Bognár et al. 2014; Córsico et al.96

2014), ZZ Ceti stars (Kepler et al. 2012; Romero et al.97

2012, 2013), and Extremely low mass white dwarf98

variable stars (ELMV)1 (Calcaferro et al. 2017).99

Out of the ∼170 ZZ Ceti stars known to date (Bognar100

& Sodor 2016; Kepler & Romero 2017)2, 48 are bright101

objects with V < 16, and the remainder are fainter ZZ102

Ceti stars that have been detected with the Sloan Digital103

Sky Survey (SDSS) (Mukadam et al. 2004; Mullally et al.104

2005; Kepler et al. 2005a, 2012; Castanheira et al. 2006,105

2007, 2010, 2013). The list is now being enlarged with106

the recent discovery of pulsating WD stars within the107

Kepler spacecraft field, thus opening a new avenue for108

WD asteroseismology based on observations from space109

(see e.g. Hermes et al. 2017a). This kind of data is dif-110

ferent from ground base photometry because it does not111

have the usual gaps due to daylight, but also different112

reduction techniques have to be employed to uncover the113

pulsation spectra of the stars observed with the K epler114

spacecraft. In particular, after the two wheels stopped115

to function, known as the K2 phase, additional noise116

is introduced to the signal due to the shooting of the117

trusters with a timescale around six hours to correct118

the pointing. The ZZ Ceti longest observed by Ke-119

pler, KIC 4552982 (WD J1916+3938, Teff = 10 860 K,120

log g = 8.16), was discovered from ground-based pho-121

1 Extremely low mass white dwarf stars are He-core
white dwarf stars with stellar masses below ∼ 0.3M�
(Brown et al. 2010)) and are thought to be the result
of strong-mass transfer events in close binary systems.

2 Not including the recently discovered pulsating low mass- and
extremely low-mass WDs (Hermes et al. 2012, 2013a,b; Kilic et al.
2015; Bell et al. 2016).
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tometry by Hermes et al. (2011)3. This star exhibits122

pulsation periods in the range 360 − 1500 s and shows123

energetic outbursts (Bell et al. 2015). A second ZZ124

Ceti star observed with Kepler is KIC 11911480 (WD125

J1920+5017, Teff = 12 160 K, log g = 7.94), that ex-126

hibits a total of six independent pulsation modes with127

periods between 173 and 325 s (Greiss et al. 2014),128

typical of the hot ZZ Ceti stars (Clemens et al. 2000;129

Mukadam et al. 2006). Four of its pulsation modes130

show strong signatures of rotational splitting, allowing131

to estimate a rotation period of ∼3.5 days. The ZZ132

Ceti star GD 1212 (WD J2338−0741, Teff = 10 980 K,133

log g = 7.995, (Hermes et al. 2017a) was observed for134

a total of 264.5 hr using the Kepler (K2) spacecraft in135

two-wheel mode. (Hermes et al. 2014) reported the de-136

tection of 19 pulsation modes, with periods ranging from137

828 to 1221 s. Recently Hermes et al. (2017a) analyzed138

the light curve and find a smaller number of real m = 0139

component modes in the spectra, which we will con-140

sider to performe our seismological analysis. Finally,141

there is the ZZ Ceti star SDSS J113655.17+040952.6142

(J1136+0409), discovered by Pyrzas et al. (2015) and143

observed in detail by Hermes et al. (2015). This is144

the first known DAV variable WD in a post–common–145

envelope binary system. Recently, Greiss et al. (2016)146

reported additional ZZ Ceti stars in the Kepler mission147

field. Also, Hermes et al. (2017a) present photometry148

and spectroscopy for 27 ZZ Ceti stars observed by the149

Kepler space telescope, including the four objects ana-150

lyzed here.151

In this paper, we carry out an asteroseismological152

analysis of the first four published ZZ Ceti stars ob-153

served with Kepler by employing evolutionary DA WD154

models representative of these objects. We perform our155

study by employing a grid of full evolutionary models156

representative of DA WD stars as discussed in Romero157

et al. (2012) and extended toward higher stellar mass158

values in Romero et al. (2013). Evolutionary models159

have consistent chemical profiles for both the core and160

the envelope for various stellar masses, specifically cal-161

culated for asteroseismological fits of ZZ Ceti stars. The162

chemical profiles of our models are computed consider-163

ing the complete evolution of the progenitor stars from164

the ZAMS through the thermally pulsing and mass-loss165

phases on the asymptotic giant branch (AGB). Our as-166

teroseismological approach combines (1) a significant ex-167

ploration of the parameter space (M?, Teff ,MH), and (2)168

updated input physics, in particular, regarding the in-169

3 Almost simultaneously, the first DBV star in the Kepler Mis-
sion field, KIC 8626021 (GALEX J1910+4425), was discovered by
Østensen et al. (2011).

ternal chemical structure, that is a crucial aspect for170

WD asteroseismology. In addition, the impact of the171

uncertainties resulting from the evolutionary history of172

progenitor star on the properties of asteroseismologi-173

cal models of ZZ Ceti stars has been assessed by De174

Gerónimo et al. (2017) and De Gerónimo et al. (2017b,175

submitted.). This adds confidence to the use of fully176

evolutionary models with consistent chemical profiles,177

and renders much more robust our asteroseismological178

approach.179

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we180

provide a brief description of the evolutionary code, the181

input physics adopted in our calculations and the grid182

of models employed. In Sect. 3, we describe our as-183

teroseismological procedure and the application to the184

target stars. We conclude in Sect. 4 by summarizing185

our findings.186

2. NUMERICAL TOOLS AND MODELS187

2.1. Input physics188

The grid of full evolutionary models used in this189

work was calculated with an updated version of the190

LPCODE evolutionary code (see Althaus et al. 2005,191

2010a; Renedo et al. 2010; Romero et al. 2015, for de-192

tails). LPCODE compute the evolution of single, i.e. non–193

binary, stars with low and intermediate mass at the194

Main Sequence. Here, we briefly mention the main in-195

put physics relevant for this work. Further details can196

be found in those papers and in Romero et al. (2012,197

2013).198

The LPCODE evolutionary code considers a simultane-199

ous treatment of no-instantaneous mixing and burning200

of elements (Althaus et al. 2003). The nuclear network201

accounts explicitly for 16 elements and 34 nuclear reac-202

tions, that include pp chain, CNO-cycle, helium burning203

and carbon ignition (Renedo et al. 2010). In particular,204

the 12C(α, γ)16O reaction rate, of special relevance for205

the carbon-oxygen stratification of the resulting WD,206

was taken from Angulo et al. (1999). Note that the207

12C(α, γ)16O reaction rate is one of the main source of208

uncertainties in stellar evolution. By considering the209

computations of Kunz et al. (2002) for the 12C(α, γ)16O210

reaction rate, the oxygen abundance at the center can211

vary from 26% to 45% within the theoretical uncertain-212

ties, leading to a change in the period values up to ∼ 11 s213

for a stellar mass of 0.548M� (De Gerónimo et al. 2017).214

We consider the occurrence of extra-mixing episodes be-215

yond each convective boundary following the prescrip-216

tion of Herwig et al. (1997), except for the thermally217

pulsating AGB phase. We considered mass loss during218

the core helium burning and the red giant branch phases219

following Schröder & Cuntz (2005), and during the AGB220
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and thermally pulsating AGB following the prescription221

of Vassiliadis & Wood (1993). During the WD evolu-222

tion, we considered the distinct physical processes that223

modify the inner chemical profile. In particular, element224

diffusion strongly affects the chemical composition pro-225

file throughout the outer layers. Indeed, our sequences226

develop a pure hydrogen envelope with increasing thick-227

ness as evolution proceeds. Our treatment of time de-228

pendent diffusion is based on the multicomponent gas229

treatment presented in Burgers (1969). We consider230

gravitational settling and thermal and chemical diffusion231

of H, 3He, 4He, 12C, 13C, 14N and 16O (Althaus et al.232

2003). To account for convection process we adopted233

the mixing length theory, in its ML2 flavor, with the234

free parameter α = 1.61 (Tassoul et al. 1990) during235

the evolution previous to the white dwarf cooling curve,236

and α = 1 during the white dwarf evolution. Last, we237

considered the chemical rehomogenization of the inner238

carbon-oxygen profile induced by Rayleigh-Taylor insta-239

bilities following Salaris et al. (1997).240

The input physics of the code includes the equation241

of state of Segretain et al. (1994) for the high den-242

sity regime complemented with an updated version of243

the equation of state of Magni & Mazzitelli (1979) for244

the low density regime. Other physical ingredients con-245

sidered in LPCODE are the radiative opacities from the246

OPAL opacity project (Iglesias & Rogers 1996) supple-247

mented at low temperatures with the molecular opacities248

of Alexander & Ferguson (1994). Conductive opacities249

are those from Cassisi et al. (2007), and the neutrino250

emission rates are taken from Itoh et al. (1996) and Haft251

et al. (1994).252

Cool WD stars are expected to crystallize as a result253

of strong Coulomb interactions in their very dense in-254

terior (van Horn 1968). In the process two additional255

energy sources, i.e. the release of latent heat and the256

release of gravitational energy associated with changes257

in the chemical composition of carbon-oxygen profile in-258

duced by crystallization (Garcia-Berro et al. 1988a,b;259

Winget et al. 2009) are considered self-consistently and260

locally coupled to the full set of equations of stellar evo-261

lution. The chemical redistribution due to phase sepa-262

ration has been considered following the procedure de-263

scribed in Montgomery & Winget (1999) and Salaris264

et al. (1997). To assess the enhancement of oxygen in265

the crystallized core we used the azeotropic-type formu-266

lation of Horowitz et al. (2010).267

2.2. Model grid268

The DA WD models used in this work are the result269

of full evolutionary calculations of the progenitor stars,270

from the ZAMS, through the hydrogen and helium cen-271

tral burning stages, thermal pulses, the planetary neb-272

ula phase and finally the white dwarf cooling sequences,273

using the LPCODE code. The metallicity value adopted274

in the main sequence models is Z = 0.01. Most of the275

sequences with masses . 0.878M� were used in the as-276

teroseismological study of 44 bright ZZ Ceti stars by277

Romero et al. (2012), and were extracted from the full278

evolutionary computations of Althaus et al. (2010a) (see279

also Renedo et al. 2010). Romero et al. (2013) extended280

the model grid toward the high–mass domain. They281

computed five new full evolutionary sequences with ini-282

tial masses on the ZAMS in the range 5.5 − 6.7M� re-283

sulting in WD sequences with stellar masses between284

0.917 and 1.05M�.285

The values of stellar mass of our complete model286

grid are listed in Column 1 of Table 1, along with the287

hydrogen (Column 2) and helium (Column 3) content288

as predicted by standard stellar evolution, and carbon289

(XC) and oxygen (XO) central abundances by mass in290

Columns 4 and 5, respectively. Additional sequences,291

shown in italic, were computed for this work. The val-292

ues of stellar mass of our set of models covers all the ob-293

served pulsating DA WD stars with a probable carbon-294

oxygen core. The maximum value of the hydrogen en-295

velope (column 2), as predicted by progenitor evolution,296

shows a strong dependence on the stellar mass and it is297

determined by the limit of H–burning. It ranges from298

3.2 × 10−4M? for M? = 0.493M� to 1.4 × 10−6M� for299

M? = 1.050M�, with a value of ∼ 1 × 10−4M? for the300

average-mass sequence of M? ∼ 0.60M�.301

Our parameter space is build up by varying three302

quantities: stellar mass (M?), effective temperature303

(Teff) and thickness of the hydrogen envelope (MH).304

Both the stellar mass and the effective temperature vary305

consistently as a result of the use of a fully evolution-306

ary approach. On the other hand, we decided to vary307

the thickness of the hydrogen envelope in order to ex-308

pand our parameter space. The choice of varying MH309

is not arbitrary, since there are uncertainties related to310

physical processes operative during the TP-AGB phase311

leading to uncertainties on the amount of hydrogen re-312

maining on the envelope of WD stars (see Romero et al.313

2012, 2013; Althaus et al. 2015, for a detailed justifica-314

tion of this choice). In order to get different values of315

the thickness of the hydrogen envelope, we follow the316

procedure described in Romero et al. (2012, 2013). For317

each sequence with a given stellar mass and a318

thick H envelope, as predicted by the full com-319

putation of the pre-WD evolution (Column 2 in320

Table 1), we replaced 1H with 4He at the bot-321

tom of the hydrogen envelope. This is done at322

high effective temperatures (. 90 000 K), so the323
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Table 1. The main characteristics of our set of DA WD
models. Sequences with the mass value in italic where com-
puted for this work. The sequence with 0.493 M� comes
from a full evolutionary model, while the remaining four se-
quences were the result of the interpolation process described
in Romero et al. (2013).

M?/M� − log(MH/M?) − log(MHe/M?) XC XO

0.493 3.50 1.08 0.268 0.720

0.525 3.62 1.31 0.278 0.709

0.548 3.74 1.38 0.290 0.697

0.560 3.70 1.42 0.296 0.691

0.570 3.82 1.46 0.301 0.696

0.593 3.93 1.62 0.283 0.704

0.609 4.02 1.61 0.264 0.723

0.632 4.25 1.76 0.234 0.755

0.660 4.26 1.92 0.258 0.730

0.674 4.35 1.97 0.280 0.707

0.690 4.46 2.04 0.303 0.684

0.705 4.45 2.12 0.326 0.661

0.721 4.50 2.14 0.328 0.659

0.745 4.62 2.18 0.330 0.657

0.770 4.70 2.23 0.332 0.655

0.800 4.84 2.33 0.339 0.648

0.837 5.00 2.50 0.347 0.640

0.878 5.07 2.59 0.367 0.611

0.917 5.41 2.88 0.378 0.609

0.949 5.51 2.92 0.373 0.614

0.976 5.68 2.96 0.374 0.613

0.998 5.70 3.11 0.358 0.629

1.024 5.74 3.25 0.356 0.631

1.050 5.84 2.96 0.374 0.613

transitory effects caused by the artificial proce-324

dure are completely washed out when the model325

reaches the ZZ Ceti instability strip. The result-326

ing values of hydrogen content for different envelopes327

are shown in Figure 1 for each mass. The orange thick328

line connects the values of MH predicted by our stellar329

evolution (Column 2, Table 1).330

Other structural parameters do not change consider-331

ably according to standard evolutionary computations.332

For example, Romero et al. (2012) showed that the re-333

maining helium content of DA WD stars can be slightly334

lower (a factor of 3−4) than that predicted by standard335
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Romero et al. (2012)
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This work

Figure 1. Grid of DA WD evolutionary sequences consid-
ered in this work in the M?/M� vs − log(MH/M?) plane.
Each symbol corresponds to a sequence of models represen-
tative of WD stars characterized by a given stellar mass and
hydrogen envelope mass. Filled circles correspond to the
evolutionary sequences computed in Romero et al. (2012),
hollow circles correspond to sequences computed in Romero
et al. (2013) and filled squares correspond to the sequences
computed in this work. The orange line connects the se-
quences with the maximum values for the thickness of the
hydrogen envelope, predicted by our evolutionary computa-
tions.

stellar evolution only at the expense of an increase in336

mass of the hydrogen-free core (∼ 0.2M�). The struc-337

ture of the carbon-oxygen chemical profiles is basically338

fixed by the evolution during the core helium burning339

stage and is not expected to vary during the follow-340

ing single star evolution (we do not consider possible341

merger episodes). The chemical structure of the carbon-342

oxygen core is affected by the uncertainties inherent to343

the 12C(α, γ)16O reaction rate. A detailed assessing of344

the impact of this reaction rate on the precise shape of345

the core chemical structure and the pulsational proper-346

ties is presented by De Gerónimo et al. (2017).347

Summarizing, we have available a grid of ∼ 290 evo-348

lutionary sequences characterized by a detailed and up-349

dated input physics, in particular, regarding the internal350

chemical structure, that is a crucial aspect for WD as-351

teroseismology.352

2.3. Pulsation computations353

In this study the adiabatic pulsation periods of non-354

radial g-modes for our complete set of DA WD models355

were computed using the adiabatic version of the LP-PUL356

pulsation code described in Córsico & Althaus (2006).357

This code is based on the general Newton-Raphson tech-358

nique that solves the full fourth–order set of equations359

and boundary conditions governing linear, adiabatic,360

non-radial stellar oscillations following the dimension-361

less formulation of Dziembowski (1971). We used the so-362
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called “Ledoux-modified” treatment to assess the run of363

the Brunt-Väisalä frequency (N ; see Tassoul et al. 1990),364

generalized to include the effects of having three differ-365

ent chemical components varying in abundance. This366

code is coupled with the LPCODE evolutionary code.367

The asymptotic period spacing is computed as in Tas-368

soul et al. (1990):369

∆Πa
` =

2π2√
`(`+ 1)

[∫ r2

r1

N

r
dr

]−1

(1)

where N is the Brunt-Vı̈sälä frequency, and r1 and r2370

are the radii of the inner and outer boundary of the371

propagation region, respectively. When a fraction of the372

core is crystallized, r1 coincides with the radius of the373

crystallization front, which is moving outward as the374

star cools down, and the fraction of crystallized mass375

increases.376

We computed adiabatic pulsation g-modes with ` = 1377

and 2 and periods in the range 80–2000 s. This range378

of periods corresponds (on average) to 1 . k . 50 for379

` = 1 and 1 . k . 90 for ` = 2.380

3. ASTEROSEISMOLOGICAL RESULTS381

For our target stars, KIC 4552982, KIC 11911480,382

J113655.17+040952.6 and GD 1212, we searched for383

an asteroseismological representative model that best384

matches the observed periods of each star. To this end,385

we seek for the theoretical model that minimizes the386

quality function given by Castanheira & Kepler (2009):387

S =
1

N

√√√√ N∑
i=1

[Πth
k − Πobs

i ]2 ×Ai∑N
i=1Ai

(2)

where N is the number of the observed periods in the388

star under study, Πth
k and Πobs

i are the theoretical and389

observed periods, respectively and Ai is the amplitude390

of the observed mode. The numerical uncertainties for391

M?, Teff , and log(L?/L�) were computed by using the392

following expression (Zhang et al. 1986; Castanheira &393

Kepler 2008):394

σ2
j =

d2
j

(S − S0)
, (3)

where S0 ≡ Φ(M0
? ,M

0
H, T

0
eff) is the minimum of the qual-395

ity function S which is reached at (M0
? ,M

0
H, T

0
eff) corre-396

sponding to the best-fit model, and S is the value of397

the quality function when we change the parameter j398

(in this case, M?,MH, or Teff) by an amount dj , keeping399

fixed the other parameters. The quantity dj can be eval-400

uated as the minimum step in the grid of the parameter401

j. The uncertainties in the other quantities (L?, R?, g,402

etc) are derived from the uncertainties in M? and Teff .403

Table 2. Columns 1,2 and 3: The observed m = 0 periods
of KIC 11911480 to be employed as input of our asteroseis-
mological analysis, with the ` value fixed by the detection
of rotational splitting components. Columns: 4, 5, 6 and 7:
The theoretical periods with their corresponding harmonic
degree, radial order and rotation coefficient for our best fit
model for KIC11911480.

Observations Asteroseismology

Πobs
i [s] Ai [mma] ` ΠTheo

i ` k Ck`

290.802 2.175 1 290.982 1 4 0.44332

259.253 0.975 1 257.923 1 3 0.47087

324.316 0.278 1 323.634 1 5 0.36870

172.900 0.149 - 170.800 2 4 0.14153

202.569 0.118 - 204.085 2 5 0.12244

These uncertainties represent the internal errors of the404

fitting procedure.405

3.1. KIC 11911480406

The DA WD star KIC 11911480 was discovered to be407

variable from ground-based observations as a part of the408

RATS-Kepler survey (Ramsay et al. 2014). These ob-409

servations revealed a dominant periodicity of ∼ 290 s.410

The star was observed by Kepler in the short-cadence411

mode in quarters 12 and 16 (Q12 and Q16) and a total412

of 13 periods were detected (see Table 2 of Greiss et al.413

2014). Of these, 5 periods were identified as m = 0 com-414

ponents of rotational triplets and the remainder ones as415

m = ±1 components. Greiss et al. (2014) also deter-416

mine the spectroscopic values of the atmospheric pa-417

rameters using spectra from the double-armed Inter-418

mediate resolution Spectrograph (ISIS) on the William419

Herschel Telescope (WHT) and the pure hydrogen at-420

mosphere models, with MLT/α = 0.8, from Koester421

(2010). As a result, they obtained Teff = 12 160 ± 250422

K and log g = 7.94 ± 0.10, after applying the 3D con-423

vection correction from Tremblay et al. (2013). By em-424

ploying our set of DA WD evolutionary tracks, we de-425

rive M? = 0.574 ± 0.05M�. Greiss et al. (2016) deter-426

mine the atmospheric parameter using the same spec-427

tra but considering the atmosphere models from Trem-428

blay et al. (2011) with MLT/α=0.8. The result was429

Teff = 11 580 ± 140 K and log g = 7.96 ± 0.04, also430

corrected by 3D convection. From these parameters we431

obtain a stellar mass of M? = 0.583 ± 0.02M�. The432

“hot” solution obtained by Greiss et al. (2014) is in bet-433

ter agreement with the short periods observed in this434

star.435
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Figure 2. Projection on the effective temperature vs. stel-
lar mass plane of the inverse of the quality function S for
KIC11911480. The hydrogen envelope thickness value for
each stellar mass corresponds to the sequence with the low-
est value of the quality function for that stellar mass. The
box indicates the stellar mass and effective temperature val-
ues obtained from spectroscopy by Greiss et al. (2016).

In our analysis, we employ only the five periods shown436

in Table 2, which correspond to the five m = 0 observed437

periods of Q12 and Q16. The quoted amplitudes are438

those of Q16. We assume that the three large amplitude439

modes with periods 290.802 s, 259.253 s, and 324.316 are440

dipole modes because they are unambiguously identified441

with the central components of triplets (` = 1).442

Our results are shown in Figure 2 which shows the443

projection of the inverse of the quality function S on the444

Teff −M?/M� plane. The boxes correspond to the spec-445

troscopic determinations from Greiss et al. (2014) and446

Greiss et al. (2016). For each stellar mass, the value447

of the hydrogen envelope thickness corresponds to the448

sequence with the lower value of the quality function449

for that stellar mass. The color bar on the right indi-450

cates the value of the inverse of the quality function S.451

The asteroseismological solutions point to a stellar mass452

between 0.54 and 0.57M�, with a blue edge-like effec-453

tive temperature, in better agreement with the spectro-454

scopic determination from Greiss et al. (2014), as can455

be seen from Figure 2. The parameters of the model456

characterizing the minimum of S for KIC 11911480 are457

listed in Table 3, along with the spectroscopic param-458

eters. Note that the seismological effective tempera-459

ture is quite high, even higher than the classical blue460

edge of the instability strip (Gianninas et al. 2011).461

However, the extension of the instability strip is being462

redefined with some ZZ Ceti stars characterized with463

high effective temperatures. For instance, Hermes et al.464

(2017b) reported the existence of the hottest known ZZ465

Ceti, EPIC 211914185, with Teff = 13 590 ± 340 and466

M? = 0.87 ± 0.03M�. Also, we can be overestimating467

the effective temperature obtained from asteroseismol-468

ogy.469

The list of theoretical periods corresponding to the470

model in Table 3 is shown in Table 2. Also listed are the471

harmonic degree, the radial order and the Ck` rotation472

coefficient. Using the frequency spacing ∆f for the three473

` = 1 modes from Table 2 of Greiss et al. (2014) and the474

rotation coefficients we estimated a rotation period of475

3.36 ± 0.2 days.476

3.2. J113655.1+040952.6477

J1136+0409 (EPIC 201730811) was first observed by478

Pyrzas et al. (2015) as part of a search for ZZ Ceti stars479

among the WD + MS binaries and it turn out to be the480

only variable in a post common envelope binary from the481

sample studied by these authors. This star was spec-482

troscopically identified as a WD + dM from its SDSS483

spectrum. The surface parameters were determined by484

Rebassa-Mansergas et al. (2012) by model-atmosphere485

fits to the Balmer absorption lines after subtracting an486

M star spectrum, giving Teff = 11 700 ± 150 K and487

log g = 7.99±0.08. Pulsations were confirmed by a short488

run with the ULTRACAM instrument mounted on the489

3.5m New Technology Telescope by Pyrzas et al. (2015).490

Hermes et al. (2015) reported the results from a 78 days491

observation run in August 2014 with the Kepler space-492

craft in the frame of the extended Kepler mission, K2493

Campaign 1. In addition, these authors obtained high494

S/N spectroscopy with SOAR to refine the determina-495

tions of the atmospheric parameters. They used two496

independent grids of synthetic spectra to fit the Balmer497

lines: the pure hydrogen atmosphere models and fitting498

procedure described by Gianninas et al. (2011), and the499

pure hydrogen atmosphere models from Koester (2010).500

Both grids employ the ML2/α = 0.8 prescription of the501

mixing-length theory (Gianninas et al. 2011). By apply-502

ing the 3D correction from Tremblay et al. (2013) they503

obtained Teff = 12 579 ± 250 K and log g = 7.96 ± 0.05504

for the values obtained with the Gianninas et al. (2011)505

fit and Teff = 12 083 ± 250 K and log g = 8.02 ± 0.07506

for the Koester (2010) fit. From these values, we com-507

puted the stellar mass of J113655.17+040952.6 by em-508

ploying our set of evolutionary sequences, and obtained509

M? = 0.585 ± 0.03M� and M? = 0.616 ± 0.06M�, re-510

spectively. Recently, Hermes et al. (2017a) determined511

the atmospheric parameters using the same spectra as512
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Table 3. List of parameters characterizing the best fit model obtained for KIC 11911480. Also, we list the spectroscopic values
from Greiss et al. (2014) and Greiss et al. (2016). The quoted uncertainties are the intrinsic uncertainties of the seismological
fit.

Greiss et al. (2014) Greiss et al. (2016) LPCODE

M? = 0.574 ± 0.05M� M? = 0.583 ± 0.05M� M? = 0.548 ± 0.01M�

Teff = 12 160 ± 250 K Teff = 11 580 ± 140 K Teff = 12 721 ± 228 K

log g = 7.94 ± 0.10 log g = 7.96 ± 0.04 log g = 7.88 ± 0.05

log(L/L�) = −2.333 ± 0.032

R/R� = 0.014 ± 0.001

MH/M� = 2.088 × 10−4

MHe/M� = 4.19 × 10−2

XC = 0.290, XO = 0.697

Prot = 3.36 ± 0.2 d

S = 1.13 s

Table 4. Columns 1,2 and 3: Observed periods of
J113655.17+040952.6 to be employed as input of our astero-
seismological analysis with the ` value fixed for three modes,
according to Hermes et al. (2015). Columns 4, 5, 6 and 7:
The theoretical periods with their corresponding harmonic
degree, radial order and rotation coefficient for our best fit
model for J113655.17+040952.6.

Observation Asteroseismology

Πobs
i Ai (ppt) ` ΠTheo

i ` k Ck`

279.443 2.272 1 277.865 1 3 0.44222

181.283 1.841 - 185.187 1 2 0.37396

162.231 1.213 1 161.071 1 1 0.48732

344.277 0.775 1 344.218 1 5 0.47552

201.782 0.519 - 195.923 2 4 0.14507

Hermes et al. (2015) and the MLT/α=0.8 models from513

Tremblay et al. (2011), resulting in Teff = 12 480 ± 170514

K and log g = 7.956 ± 0.0435, similar to those obtained515

by using the model grid from Gianninas et al. (2011).516

As in the case of KIC 11911480, in our analysis we con-517

sider both spectroscopic determinations from Gianninas518

et al. (2011) and Koester (2010) with the corresponding519

3D correction.520

From the analysis of the light curve, Hermes et al.521

(2015) found 12 pulsation frequencies, 8 of them being522

components of rotational triplets (` = 1). Only 7 fre-523

quencies were identified with m = 0 components. Fur-524

ther analysis of the light curve revealed that the two525

modes with the lower amplitudes detected were not ac-526

tually real modes but nonlinear combination frequen-527

cies. We consider 5 periods for our asteroseismic study,528

which are listed in Table 4. According to Hermes et al.529

(2015), the modes with periods 279.443 s, 162.231 s and530

344.277 s are the central m = 0 components of rota-531

tional triplets. In particular, the 344.407 s period is532

not detected but it is the mean value of 337.712 s and533

351.102 s, identified as the prograde and retrograde com-534

ponents, respectively. We assume that the harmonic de-535

gree of the periods identified as m = 0 components of536

triplets (Hermes et al. 2015) is ` = 1.537

The results for our asteroseismological fits are shown538

in figure 3, which shows the projection of the inverse539

of the quality function S on the Teff −M?/M� plane.540

The hydrogen envelope thickness value for each stellar541

mass corresponds to the sequence with the lowest value542

of the quality function. We show the spectroscopic val-543

ues from Hermes et al. (2015) with boxes. As can be544

seen from this figure, we have a family of minimum545

around ∼ 0.57M� and 12 000 K. The structural parame-546

ters characterizing the best fit model are listed in Table547

5 while the list of theoretical periods are listed in the548

last four columns of Table 4. Note that, in addition to549

the three modes for which we fixed the harmonic degree550

to be ` = 1 (279.443 s, 162.231 s, and 344.407 s), the551

mode with period 181.283 s, showing the second largest552

amplitude, is also fitted by a dipole theoretical mode.553

Our seismological stellar mass is somewhat lower than554

the values shown in Table 4, but still compatible with555

the spectroscopic determinations. The effective temper-556

ature is a blue edge-like value closer to the determina-557

tions using Koester (2010) atmosphere models. In ad-558

dition, we obtain a hydrogen envelope ∼ 20% thicker559

than the seismological results presented in Hermes et al.560
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Table 5. List of parameters characterizing the best fit model obtained for J113655.17+040952.6 along with the spectroscopic
determinations from Hermes et al. (2015) using the atmosphere models from Gianninas et al. (2011) (G2011) and Koester (2010)
(K2010). The quoted uncertainties are the intrinsic uncertainties of the seismological fit.

Hermes et al. (2015) LPCODE

G2011 K2010

M? = 0.585 ± 0.03M� M? = 0.616 ± 0.06M� M? = 0.570 ± 0.01M�

Teff = 12 579 ± 250 K Teff = 12 083 ± 250 K Teff = 12 060 ± 300 K

log g = 7.96 ± 0.05 log g = 8.02 ± 0.07 log g = 7.95 ± 0.07

log(L/L�) = −2.414 ± 0.045

R/R� = 0.0132 ± 0.002

MH/M� = 1.774 × 10−5

MHe/M� = 3.50 × 10−2

XC = 0.301, XO = 0.696

Prot = 2.6 ± 1 hr

S = 2.83 s

(2015). Since the central oxygen composition is not a561

free parameter in our grid, the oxygen abundance at the562

core of the WD model is fixed by the previous evolu-563

tion, and has a value of XO = 0.696, much lower than564

the value found by Hermes et al. (2015) of XO = 0.99.565

Note that even taking into account the uncertainties566

in the 12C(α, γ)O16 reaction rate given in Kunz et al.567

(2002) the abundance of oxygen can only be as large as568

XO = 0.738 (De Gerónimo et al. 2017). Results from569

deBoer et al. (2017) are also consistent with a ∼10%570

uncertainty in the oxygen central abundance. Finally,571

we computed the rotation coefficients Ck` (last column572

in Table 4) and used the identified triplets to derived a573

mean rotation period of 2.6 ± 0.1 hr.574

3.3. KIC 4552982575

KIC 4552982, also known as SDSS J191643.83+393849.7,576

was identified in the Kepler Mission field through577

ground-based time series photometry by Hermes et al.578

(2011). These authors detected seven frequencies of579

low-amplitude luminosity variations with periods be-580

tween ∼ 800 s and ∼ 1450 s. The stellar mass581

and effective temperature determinations are Teff =582

11 129 ± 115 K and log g = 8.34 ± 0.06 that corre-583

sponds to M? = 0.82 ± 0.04M�. By applying the584

3D convection correction Bell et al. (2015) obtained585

Teff = 10 860 ± 120 K and log g = 8.16 ± 0.06 that586

corresponds to M? = 0.693 ± 0.047M�. Similar re-587

sults were reported by Hermes et al. (2017a) using the588

same spectra and the model grid from Tremblay et al.589

(2011), Teff = 10 950 ± 160 K, log g = 8.113 ± 0.053 and590

M? = 0.665 ± 0.030M�.591

Figure 3. Projection on the effective temperature vs. stel-
lar mass plane of the inverse of the quality function S for
J113655.17+040952.6. The box indicates the spectroscopic
determinations from Hermes et al. (2015).

Bell et al. (2015) presented photometric data for KIC592

4552982 spanning more than 1.5 years obtained with593

Kepler, making it the longest pseudo-continuous light594

curve ever recorded for a ZZ Ceti star. They identify595

20 periods from ∼ 360 s to ∼ 1500 s (see Table 6).596

From the list, it is apparent that the three modes around597

∼ 361 s are very close, and probably they are part of a598

` = 1 rotation multiplet (Bell et al. 2015). Therefore,599
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Table 6. Observed periods of KIC 4552982 according to
Bell et al. (2015). The amplitudes correspond to the square
root of the Lorentzian height listed in Table 2 of Bell et al.
(2015). Column 3 shows the theoretical periods cor-
respondign to the Best fit model (BFM) (see. Table
7 or first row in Table 8) with the corresponding har-
monic degree and radial order (`, k). Column 4 list
the theoretical periods, and (`,k), for the second best
fit model (see second row of Table 8).

Πobs
i Ai (mma) ΠTheo

i (BFM) ΠTheo
i

360.53 · · · · · · · · ·

361.58 · · · 361.20 (1,5) 361.25 (1,6)

362.64 0.161 · · · · · ·

788.24 0.054 788.57 (1,14) 788.35 (1,7)

828.29 0.142 829.27(1,15) 831.17 (1,18)

866.11 0.163 870.34 (1,16) 873.94 (1,19)

907.59 0.137 907.91 (1,17) 917.99 (1,20)

950.45 0.157 944.62 (1,18) 949.16 (1,21)

982.23 0.090 984.00 (2,33) 982.14 (1,22)

1014.24 0.081 1018.11 (2,34) 1021.97 (2,40)

1053.68 0.056 1048.47 (2,35) 1049.40 (2,41)

1100.87 0.048 1098,72 (2,37) 1095.46 (2,43)

1158.20 0.074 1155.79 (2,39) 1154.85 (1,26)

1200.18 0.042 1201.51 (1,23) 1200.26 (2,51)

1244.73 0.048 1245.58 (1,24) 1245.22 (2,49)

1289.21 0.115 1290.06 (1,25) 1292.77 (1,29)

1301.73 0.084 1299.40 (2,44) 1295.67 (2,51)

1333.18 0.071 1333.14 (2,45) 1340.16 (2,53)

1362.95 0.075 1358.30 (2,46) 1362.91 (1,31)

1498.32 0.079 1502.55 (2,51) 1496.03 (2,59)

we can consider the observed period of 361.58 s as the600

m = 0 component of the triplet and assume that this601

period is associated to a dipole (` = 1) mode. Bell et al.602

(2015) have searched for a possible period spacing in603

their list of periods. They found two sequences with604

evenly space periods, being the period separations of605

41.9±0.2 s and 20.97±0.02, identified as possible ` = 1606

and ` = 2 sequences, respectively. By using the strong607

dependence of the asymptotic period spacing with the608

stellar mass, we can estimate the stellar mass of KIC609

4552982 as M? ∼ 0.8M� and thick hydrogen envelope.610

We start our analysis of KIC 4552982 by carrying out611

an asteroseismological period fit employing the 18 modes612

identified as m = 0. In addition to assure that the mode613

with ∼ 361.6 s is the m = 0 component of a triplet,614

Bell et al. (2015) also identify the modes with period615

between 788 and 950 s as ` = 1 modes. These modes616

are separated by a nearly constant period spacing and617

have similar amplitudes (see Fig. 10 Bell et al. 2015),618

except for the mode with 788.24 s. Then we consider619

all five periods as dipole modes and fix the harmonic620

degree to ` = 1. We allow the remainder periods to621

be associated to either ` = 1 or ` = 2 modes, without622

restriction at the outset.623

In Fig. 4 we show the projection on the Teff − M?624

plane of 1/S corresponding to the seismological fit of625

KIC 4552982.The hydrogen envelope value corresponds626

to the sequence with the lowest value of the quality627

function for that stellar mass. We include in the figure628

the spectroscopic determinations of the effective tem-629

perature and stellar mass for KIC 4552982 with (Spec-630

3D) and without (Spec-1D) correction from Tremblay631

et al. (2013) with the associated uncertainties as a box.632

From this figure two families of solutions can be iden-633

tified: A ”hot” family with Teff > 12 000K and stel-634

lar mass between 0.55 and 0.65M� and ”cool” family635

with Teff ∼ 11 000K and stellar mass ∼ 0.72M�. This636

star has a rich period spectra, with 18 pulsation periods637

showing similar amplitudes. Then, with no amplitude–638

dominant mode, the period spacing would have a strong639

influence on the quality function and thus in the seis-640

mological fit. Note that the asymptotic period spacing641

increases with decreasing mass and effective tempera-642

ture, then the strip in figure 4 formed by the two fam-643

ilies correspond to a ”constant period spacing” strip.644

We disregard the ”hot” family of solutions based on the645

properties of the observed period spectrum, with many646

long excited periods with high radial order, which is647

compatible with a cool ZZ Ceti star. In addition, a high648

Teff is in great disagreement with the spectroscopic de-649

terminations, as can be seen from Fig. 4.650

The parameters of our best fit model for KIC 4552982651

are listed in Table 7, along with the spectroscopic deter-652

minations with and without the 3D convection correc-653

tion. This solution is in better agreement with the spec-654

troscopic determinations without the 3D-corrections, as655

can be see from figure 4. Using the data from the fre-656

quency separation for rotational splitting of ∼ 10µHz657

and the corresponding rotation coefficient Ck` = 0.48612658

we obtain a rotation period of ∼ 15±1 h. The list of the-659

oretical periods and their values of ` and k corresponding660

to this model are listed in the first row of Table 8. Also661

listed are the asymptotic period spacing for dipole and662

quadrupole modes.663

The model with the minimum value of the quality664

function within the box corresponding to spectroscopic665

determinations with 3D-corrections (Spec-3D) shows an666
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Figure 4. Projection on the effective temperature vs. stellar
mass of 1/S for KIC 4552982. We fixed the harmonic degree
for the six modes with the shortest periods (` = 1). Spectro-
scopic determinations with and without the 3D convection
correction are also depicted as boxes.

stellar mass of 0.721M� and an effective temperature667

of 10 875 K. However the period-to-period fit is not as668

good, with a value of the quality function of 4.87 s. The669

theoretical periods for this model are listed in the second670

row of Table 8.671

If we assume that the mean period spacing of 41.9 s de-672

rived by Bell et al. (2015) for KIC 4552982 is associated673

to the asymptotic period spacing for dipole modes, then674

only the asteroseismological solution of 0.721M� is com-675

patible with this star. This is illustrated in the upper676

panel of Fig. 5, in which we depict the dipole asymptotic677

period spacing (red line) for the 0.721M� model, along678

with the observed forward period spacing (≡ Πk+1−Πk)679

of KIC 4552982 (blue squares connected with thin lines)680

in terms of the pulsation periods. In addition, the ` = 1681

theoretical forward period-spacing values are displayed682

with black circles. The lower panel shows the situation683

for the best fit model with M? = 0.745M�. It is appar-684

ent that for this model, the asymptotic period spacing is685

too long as to be compatible with the observed mean pe-686

riod spacing of 41.9 s of KIC 4552982. However, in these687

cases the forward period spacing values of the model are688

in very good agreement with the period spacing values689

observed in the star. In summary, the two selected mod-690

els can be considered as compatible with KIC 4552982691
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Figure 5. The forward period spacing in terms of the peri-
ods for the theoretical models (black circles) listed in Table
8. In each panel we specify the stellar mass, the hydro-
gen mass [log(MH/M?)] and the effective temperature in K.
The asymptotic period spacing is depicted as a red horizon-
tal line. Blue squared connected with thin lines represent
the forward period spacing of the modes identified as ` = 1
modes by Bell et al. (2015), assuming that these modes have
consecutive radial orders.

concerning either the mean period spacing of 41.9 s, or692

the individual forward period spacing values exhibited693

by the star. However, from the period–to–period fit the694

best fit model corresponds to that with stellar mass of695

0.745M� (first row in Table 8).696

3.4. GD 1212697

GD 1212 was reported to be a ZZ Ceti star by Gianni-698

nas et al. (2006), showing a dominant period at ∼ 1161 s.699

Spectroscopic values of effective temperature and grav-700

ity from Gianninas et al. (2011) are Teff = 11270 ± 165701

K and log g = 8.18 ± 0.05, using their ML2/α = 0.8702

atmosphere models. By applying the 3D corrections of703

Tremblay et al. (2013) we obtain Teff = 10 970 ± 170704

K and log g = 8.03 ± 0.05. Hermes et al. (2017a) de-705

termine the atmospheric parameters of GD 1212 us-706

ing SOAR spectra and obtained Teff = 10 980 ± 140707

K and log g = 7.995 ± 0.040, by applying the atmo-708

sphere model grid from Tremblay et al. (2011). The709

ML2/α = 0.8 model atmosphere fits to the photom-710

etry of GD 1212 lead to a somewhat lower effective711

temperature and a higher gravity, Teff = 10 940 ± 320712

K and log g = 8.25 ± 0.03 (Giammichele et al. 2012).713

By employing our set of DA WD evolutionary tracks,714

we derive the stellar mass of GD 1212 from its ob-715

served surface parameters, beingM? = 0.619±0.027M�,716

M? = 0.600±0.021M� and M? = 0.747±0.023M�, cor-717

responding to the two 3D corrected spectroscopic and718

photometric determinations of Teff and log g, respec-719
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Table 7. List of parameters characterizing the best fit model obtained for KIC 4552982 along with the spectroscopic deter-
minations from Bell et al. (2015) and Hermes et al. (2011). The quoted uncertainties are the intrinsic uncertainties of the
seismological fit.

Hermes et al. (2011) Bell et al. (2015) LPCODE

M? = 0.805 ± 0.06M� M? = 0.693 ± 0.047M� M? = 0.745 ± 0.007M�

Teff = 11 129 ± 115 K Teff = 10 860 ± 120 K Teff = 11 110 ± 69 K

log g = 8.34 ± 0.06 log g = 8.16 ± 0.06 log g = 8.26 ± 0.05

log(L/L�) = −2.815 ± 0.011

R/R� = 0.0105 ± 0.0002

MH/M� = 4.70 × 10−9

MHe/M� = 6.61 × 10−3

XC = 0.330, XO = 0.657

Prot = 15 ± 1 hr

S = 3.45 s

Table 8. Seismological solution for KIC 4552982 consid-
ering the 18 modes identified as m = 0 components. The
harmonic degree for the modes with periods between 361.58
s and 950 s is fixed to be ` = 1 at the outset, in agreement
with the identification and the possible period spacing pro-
posed by Bell et al. (2015).

M?/M� MH/M? Teff [K] ∆Π`=1 ∆Π`=2 S (s)

0.745 4.70 × 10−9 11 110 50.50 29.16 3.45

0.721 3.13 × 10−5 10 875 43.48 25.10 5.05

tively. From a total of 254.5 hr of observations with720

the Kepler spacecraft, Hermes et al. (2014) reported721

the detection of 19 pulsation modes with periods be-722

tween 828.2 and 1220.8 s (see first column of Table 9).723

Both the discovery periods and those observed with the724

Kepler spacecraft are consistent with a red edge ZZ Ceti725

pulsator, with effective temperatures ∼ 11 000 K. Her-726

mes et al. (2017a) reanalyzed the data using only the fi-727

nal 9 days of the K2 engineering data. After concluding728

that the star rotates with a period of ∼ 6.9 days, they729

found five modes corresponding to m = 0 components of730

multiples, along with two modes with no identified har-731

monic degree. These period values for the seven modes732

are listed in columns 3 and 4 of Table 9.733

In this work we use the list of periods shown in the734

column 3 of Table 9 (Hermes et al. 2017a) to perform735

our asteroseismological study. Two modes are identi-736

fied as dipole modes. Then we fix the harmonic de-737

gree to be ` = 1 for these modes (see Table 9), and738

allow the remaining modes to be associated to dipoles739

Table 9. List of periods for GD 1212 corresponding to
Hermes et al. (2014) (column 1) and Hermes et al. (2017a)
(columns 2 and 3)

Hermes et al. (2014) This work

Πobs
i Πobs

i HWHM `

· · · 369.85 0.348 ?

828.19 ± 1.79 826.26 0.593 2

842.96 ± 1.02 842.90 0.456 1

849.13 ± 0.76 · · · · · · -

857.51 ± 0.86 · · · · · · -

871.06 ± 2.13 · · · · · · -

956.87 ± 4.91 958.39 0.870 ?

987.00 ± 3.73 · · · · · · -

1008.07 ± 1.20 · · · · · · -

1025.31 ± 2.26 · · · · · · -

1048.19 ± 4.01 · · · · · · -

1063.08 ± 4.13 1063.1 0.970 2

1086.12 ± 3.27 1085.86 0.558 2

1098.36 ± 1.65 · · · · · · -

1125.37 ± 3.01 · · · · · · -

1147.12 ± 3.19 · · · · · · -

1166.67 ± 4.81 · · · · · · -

1180.40 ± 4.02 · · · · · · -

1190.53 ± 2.28 1190.5 0.789 1

1220.75 ± 7.15 · · · · · · -
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Figure 6. Projection on the effective temperature vs. stel-
lar mass plane of the inverse of the quality function S for
GD 1212. Open rectangles indicate the values obtained from
spectroscopy Gianninas et al. (2011), with 3D convection cor-
rection from Tremblay et al. (2013) (Hermes et al. 2014) and
from photometry Giammichele et al. (2012).FALTA NOVO
PLOT

or quadrupoles. To find the best fit models we looked740

for those models associated with minima in the quality741

function S, to ensure that the theoretical periods are the742

closest match to the observed values. The results from743

our fit are shown in Figure 6. The spectroscopic values744

from Gianninas et al. (2011), with 3D convection correc-745

tion from Tremblay et al. (2013) and from photometry746

(Giammichele et al. 2012) are depicted with black boxes.747

From this figure, a well defined family of solutions can748

be seen around M? = 0.63M� and Teff = 10 500 K. The749

structure parameter characterizing the best fit model for750

GD 1212 are listed in Table 10. The theoretical periods751

and the corresponding harmonic degree and radial or-752

der are listed in Table 11. Note that, appart from the753

two modes for which we fixed the harmonic degree to754

be ` = 1, the modes identified by Hermes et al. (2017a)755

as ` = 2 modes, are also quadrupole modes in our best756

fit model, as the two modes with no defined harmonic757

degree.758

We also performed a seismological analysis based on759

the periods reported by Hermes et al. (2014). Using the760

period spacing for ` = 1 modes of ∆Π = 41.5 ± 2.5761

s determined by Hermes et al. (2014) and the spec-762

troscopic effective temperature we estimated the stel-763

lar mass by comparing this value to the theoretical764

Table 10. List of parameters characterizing the best fit
model obtained for GD 1212 along with the spectroscopic
determinations with and without 3D convection correction,
and photometry. The quoted uncertainties are the intrinsic
uncertainties of the seismological fit.

Hermes et al. (2014) LPCODE

M? = 0.600 ± 0.027M� M? = 0.632 ±M�

Teff = 10 980 ± 140 K Teff = 10 737 ± 70 K

log g = 8.03 ± 0.05 log g = 8.05 ± 0.04

log(L/L�) = −2.737 ± 0.008

R/R� = 0.0123 ± 0.0003

MH/M� = 7.582 × 10−5

MHe/M� = 1.74 × 10−2

XC = 0.234, XO = 0.755

S = 1.32 s

Table 11. The theoretical periods with their corresponding
harmonic degree and radial order for our best fit model for
GD 1212.

ΠTheo
i ` k

369.342 2 12

826.191 2 30

841.005 1 17

956.400 2 35

1064.42 2 39

1086.32 2 40

1191.45 1 25

asymptotic period spacing corresponding to canonical765

sequences, listed in Table 1. As a result, we obtained766

M? = (0.770±0.067)M�. Then, we performed an aster-767

oseismological fit using two independent codes: LP-PUL768

and WDEC. From the fits with LP-PUL we obtained so-769

lutions characterized by high stellar mass of ∼ 0.878M�,770

15-20% higher than the spectroscopic value, and Teff771

around 11 200 and 11 600 K. The best fit model obtained772

with WDEC also shows a high mass of 0.815M� and an773

effective temperature of 11 000 K. The high mass so-774

lutions are expected given the large number of periods775

and the period spacing required to fit all modes simul-776

taneously, since the period spacing decreases when mass777

increases and thus there are more theoretical modes in778

a given period range. Finally, all possible solutions are779

characterized by thick hydrogen envelopes.780
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3.4.1. Atmospheric parameters of GD 1212781

From the seismological study of GD 1212 using an782

improved list of observed mode we obtained a best fit783

model characterized by M? = 0.632M� and Teff =784

10 737 K. The asteroseismic stellar mass is somewhat785

higher than the spectroscopic determinations from Gi-786

anninas et al. (2011) with the 3D convection corrections787

from Tremblay et al. (2013), set at 0.619 ± 0.027M�.788

On the other hand, from our asteroseismological study789

of GD 1212 considering the period list from Hermes790

et al. (2014) we obtained solutions characterized with791

a high stellar mass. Using the model grid computed792

with LPCODE we obtained an stellar mass ∼ 0.88M�.793

Considering the asymptotic period spacing estimated by794

Hermes et al. (2014) of ∆Π = 41.5± 2.5 s and the spec-795

troscopic effective temperature 10 970±170 K the stellar796

mass drops to 0.770±0.067M�. Also, using the WDEC797

model grid, we also obtained a high mass solution, with798

a stellar mass of 0.815M�. The process of extracting799

the pulsation periods for GD 1212, and perhaps for the800

cool ZZ Ceti stars showing a rich pulsation spectra, ap-801

pears to be somewhat dependent of the reduction pro-802

cess (Hermes et al. 2017a). Then, we must search for803

other independent data to uncover the most compatible804

period spectra and thus seismological solution. To this805

end, we search for spectroscopic and photometric deter-806

minations of the effective temperature and surface grav-807

ity in the literature. We used observed spectra taken by808

other authors and re-determine the atmospheric param-809

eters using up-to-date atmosphere models. Our results810

are listed in table 12. In this table, determinations of the811

atmospheric parameters using spectroscopy are in rows812

1 to 7, while rows 8 to 11 correspond to determinations813

based on photometric data (see Table 13) and parallax814

from Subasavage et al. (2009). We also determined the815

stellar mass using our white dwarf cooling models. Fi-816

nally, we include the determinations with and without817

applying the 3D convection correction for the spectro-818

scopic determinations.819

We compare the determinations of the effective tem-820

perature and the stellar mass for GD 1212 using the821

different techniques discussed above. The results are822

summarized in Figure 7. The boxes correspond to the823

parameter range from the different determinations using824

spectroscopy, with and without the 3D convection cor-825

rection, and photometry (see references in the figure).826

Our best fit model is depicted by a solid circle, while827

the solutions corresponding to the asteroseismological828

fits using the period list from Hermes et al. (2014) are829

depicted as solid squares. Our best fit model is in good830

agreement with the spectroscopic determinations within831

the uncertainties. The stellar mass is somewhat lower832
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T
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Phot+paralax LPCODE-14

WDEC-14

Giammichele12

Hermes17
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BFM

Figure 7. Determinations of the effective temperature and
stellar mass for GD 1212. The boxes correspond to the pa-
rameter range from the different determinations using spec-
troscopy, with (Spec+3D) and without (Spec+1D) the 3D
convection correction, and photometry combined with the
parallax (Phot+parallax). Determinations from Gianninas
et al. (2011), Hermes et al. (2014) and Giammichele et al.
(2012) are plotted as references as hollow circles. The solid
black circle represents the position of the best fit model ob-
tained in this work. Solid squares corresponds to the seis-
mological solutions using the period list from Hermes et al.
(2014) obtained using the model grid computed with LP-
CODE (LPCODE-14) and WDEC (WDEC-14).

than that from photometric determinations but the ef-833

fective temperature is in excellent agreement, and con-834

sistent with a cool ZZ Ceti star. Then we conclude that835

the list of periods shown in the right columns of table 9836

are compatible with the photometric and spectroscopic837

determinations and is most likely to be the the real pe-838

riod spectra.839

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS840

In this paper we have presented an asteroseismological841

study of the first four published ZZ Ceti stars observed842

with the Kepler spacecraft. We have employed an up-843

dated version of the grid of fully evolutionary models844

presented in Romero et al. (2012, 2013). In our seis-845

mological analysis, along with the period list, we con-846

sider additional information coming from the detection847

of rotational frequency splittings or sequences of possi-848
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Table 12. Determination of GD 1212 atmosphere parameters from different authors. Rows 1 to 7 correspond to determinations
based on spectroscopic data, while rows 8 to 11 correspond to determinations based on photometric data (see Table 13) and
parallax determinations from Subasavage et al. (2009).
Notes: 1- Gianninas et al. (2011) using spectroscopy. 2- Hermes et al. (2017a) using spectroscopy 3- Kawka et al. (2004) using
spectroscopy. 4- Kawka et al. (2007), spectrum from Kawka et al. (2004). 5-Spectrum from Kawka et al. (2004) fitted with
models from Kawka & Vennes (2012). 6- Spectrum from Kawka et al. (2004) fitted with models from Koester (2010). 7-
Spectrum from Gianninas et al. (2011) fitted with models from Koester (2010). 8- Photometric result from Giammichele et al.
(2012). 9- Photometric data from SDSS, GALEX and 2MASS and parallax fitted with models from Kawka & Vennes (2012).
10- Photometric data from SDSS and GALEX and parallax fitted with models from Koester (2010). 11- Photometric data
BVIJHK colors and GALEX and parallax fitted with models from Koester (2010).

Ref. Teff [K] log g M?/M� Teff [K] log g M?/M�

non - 3D 3D - corrected

1 Gianninas et al. (2011) 11 270 ± 165 8.18 ± 0.05 0.705 ± 0.040 10 970 ± 170 8.03 ± 0.05 0.619 ± 0.027

2 Hermes et al. (2017a) 11 280 ± 140 8.144 ± 0.040 0.684 ± 0.023 10 980 ± 140 7.995 ± 0.04 0.600 ± 0.021

3 Kawka et al. (2004) 10 960 ± 75 8.20 ± 0.10 0.714 ± 0.087 11 012 ± 75 7.98 ± 0.10 0.592 ± 0.075

4 Kawka et al. (2007) 11 010 ± 210 8.05 ± 0.15 0.630 ± 0.100 11 093 ± 210 7.85 ± 0.15 0.526 ± 0.093

5 This paper 11 130 ± 200 8.12 ± 0.10 0.669 ± 0.078 11 228 ± 200 7.92 ± 0.10 0.561 ± 0.065

6 This paper 11 770 ± 75 8.27 ± 0.05 0.764 ± 0.048 11 445 ± 103 8.17 ± 0.07 0.698 ± 0.062

7 This paper 11 573 ± 23 8.04 ± 0.01 0.627 ± 0.009 11 251 ± 33 7.94 ± 0.02 0.573 ± 0.014

8 Giammichele et al. (2012) 10 940 ± 320 8.25 ± 0.03 0.747 ± 0.023 · · · · · · · · ·

9 This paper 10 860 ± 30 8.25 ± 0.02 0.747 ± 0.022 · · · · · · · · ·

10 This paper 10 963 ± 114 8.23 ± 0.04 0.734 ± 0.039 · · · · · · · · ·

11 This paper 11 153 ± 193 8.28 ± 0.21 0.771 ± 0.182 · · · · · · · · ·

Table 13. Photometric data for GD 1212.

mag err source

u 13.653 0.039 SDSS

g 13.267 0.200 SDSS

r 13.374 0.018 SDSS

i 13.547 0.018 SDSS

z 13.766 0.021 SDSS

B 13.440 0.061 Holberg et al. (2002)

V 13.260 0.048 Holberg et al. (2002)

I 13.240 0.028 Subasavage et al. (2009)

J 13.339 0.029 Cutri et al. (2003)

H 13.341 0.023 Cutri et al. (2003)

K 13.35 0.031 Cutri et al. (2003)

FUV 15.714 0.150 GALEX

NUV 14.228 0.182 GALEX

parallax (mas) 62.7 1.7 Subasavage et al. (2009)

ble consecutive radial order modes, i.e., period spacing849

value. We summarize our results below:850

• For KIC 11911480, we find a seismological mass in851

good agreement with the spectroscopic mass. Re-852

garding the effective temperature, we find a higher853

value from seismology than spectroscopy. It is im-854

portant to note that the atmospheric parameters855

determined from spectroscopy and asteroseismol-856

ogy can differ beyond the systematic uncertainties,857

since spectroscopy is measuring the top of the at-858

mosphere and asteroseismology is probing the base859

of the convection zone. In particular, the effec-860

tive temperature characterizing our seismological861

models is related to the luminosity and radius of862

the model, while that from spectroscopy can vary863

from layer to layer. Also, using the rotation coeffi-864

cients and the frequency spacings found by Greiss865

et al. (2014) for three identified dipole modes, we866

obtained a rotation period of 3.36 ± 0.2 days.867

• In the case of J113655.17+040952.6, we found a868

seismological mass of 0.570M� and effective tem-869

perature of 12 060 K. The seismological mass is870

lower than that from spectroscopy but in agree-871

ment within the uncertainties. The seismological872

effective temperature is ∼ 300 K lower than the873

spectroscopic value from Gianninas et al. (2011)874

with 3D correction but in excellent agreement with875
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that using Koester (2010) atmosphere models. Fi-876

nally, we determine a rotation period of 2.6 d from877

the frequency spacings for the three ` = 1 modes878

identified by Hermes et al. (2015) and the rota-879

tional coefficients corresponding to our best fit880

model.881

• KIC 4552982 is a red–edge ZZ Ceti with 18 de-882

tected periods. In this case we found a seismolog-883

ical solution with a stellar mass of 0.745M� and884

effective temperature 11 110 K, compatible with885

spectroscopic determinations. The asymptotic pe-886

riod spacing for dipole modes for our seismologi-887

cal solution (50.50 s) seems long as compared to888

the period spacing estimated by Bell et al. (2015)889

(41.9 s). However the forward period spacing it-890

self is compatible with the observations, as shown891

in figure 5, since the asymptotic regime is reached892

for periods longer than 2000 s. Finally, our best893

fit model is characterized by a very thin hydro-894

gen envelope mass, which could be related to the895

outburst nature reported by Bell et al. (2015).896

Whether this is a common characteristic between897

all the outburst ZZ Cetis or not is beyond the898

scope of this work and will be studied in a future899

paper.900

• Finally, GD 1212 is also a red–edge ZZ Ceti with901

9 independent pulsation periods. We obtained a902

best fit model characterized by M? = 0.632M�903

and Teff = 10 922 K. The stellar mass is some-904

what higher than the spectroscopic value, but the905

effective temperature is in excellent agreement.906

We also fit the period list reported in Hermes907

et al. (2014) and obtained a high stellar mass908

solution (∼ 0.88M�). However, other determi-909

nations of the atmospheric parameters from pho-910

tometry combined with parallax and spectroscopy911

point to a lower value of the stellar mass, closer912

to M? = 0.66M�, and thus compatible with the913

seismological solution for the update period list of914

GD 1212 presented in this work.915

On the basis of the recent study by De Gerónimo et916

al. (2017b, submitted), we can assume that the uncer-917

tainties in stellar mass, effective temperature and thick-918

ness of the H-rich envelope of our asteroseismological919

models due to the uncertainties in the prior evolution920

of the WD progenitor stars, as the TP-AGB, amount921

to ∆M?/M? . 0.05, ∆Teff . 300 K and a factor of922

two, respectively. We empasize that these uncertainties923

are more realistic than the formal errors quoted in the924

Tables of this paper that correspond to the internal un-925

certainties due to the period-fit procedure.926

Note that, generally speaking, asteroseismology of the927

stars observed by Kepler can be analyzed in the same928

way as the ones with just ground base observations. At929

the hot end, ZZ Ceti stars shows short periods with low930

radial order, that propagates in the inner region of the931

star, giving more information about its internal struc-932

ture. Also, it appears to be no additional ”noise” in the933

period list determinations due to pointing corrections934

of the Kepler spacecraft, as can be seen by comparing935

the asteroseismological analysis for KIC 11911480 and936

J3611+0409.937

For cool ZZ Cetis, we see a rich period spectra, with938

mostly long periods with high radial order. In this case,939

more periods does not mean more information, since940

high radial order modes propagates in the outer region941

of the star. However, we can extract an additional pa-942

rameter from the period spectra: the mean period spac-943

ing. This is particularly the case for KIC 452982, giving944

the chance to estimate the stellar mass somewhat in-945

dependently form the period-to-period fit. In addition,946

we use the spectroscopic parameters as a restriction to947

the best fit model. For GD 1212, the reduction pro-948

cess involving the extraction of the period list from the949

light curve is quite problematic. Thus we needed the950

help of photometry and spectroscopy to select the most951

probable period spectra for GD 1212.952

Together with the studies of Romero et al. (2012,953

2013) for an ensemble of ZZ Ceti stars observed from954

the ground, the results for ZZ Cetis scrutinized with955

the Kepler mission from space presented in this work956

complete the first thorough asteroseismological survey957

of pulsating DA WDs based on fully evolutionary pulsa-958

tion models. We are planning to expand this survey by959

performing new asteroseismological analysis of a larger960

number of DAV stars, including the new ZZ Ceti stars961

observed with theK epler spacecraft and also from the962

SDSS.963
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